By Matt D. Hurley, USA
(Caution, language)
This is a review I wrote for The Windchasers (www.thewindchasers.com), which is the organization that
put together the 70 mile race I ran in April. Find your limit, then pretend it’s not there :)
"I could write about how the Windchasers small, but well organized group made everything outside the
race simple. I could also write about how all I had to worry was about myself and the run, because
everything else was taken care of. More important to me though, is what happened after the finish line.
The Sandakphu Himalayan race made the rest of my life easier. A funny thing happens when you push
yourself this hard. Your body and brain find their limits pretty quick, at which point you have a choice.
Stop, sit down, no more moving, wait for the jeep to pick you up. Or, break through your limits as if
they were never there in the first place. Almost every single person who participated in the April 2014
race chose the latter. I saw such speed from the man who won, there only to push himself, not for the
competition. I saw two sisters push through the tears and finish the race singing and skipping through
the finish line. I saw such compassion from a husband in 2nd place, move to second from last because
he wanted to finish the race with his wife. If you participate, these are types of people you will run with.
I ran a different marathon recently, and decided I wanted to go for a 5 hour hike the day before. The
reaction from friends and family, “ARE YOU CRAZY! YOU’RE RUNNING A MARATHON TOMORROW!”.
No, I’m not. I’ve pushed farther then that before, I know my limits. At least I do now, thanks to the
Windchasers. Question is, where do you set the next bar?”
My Himalayan adventure begins with a sleepless night. I’m writing this at 2am amid the packs of
barking dogs outside my window, sharing a firm king bed with my travel buddy. No double twins at
this hotel. Fortunately this second occurrence of indigestion in a week has mostly subsided, but that’s
not what’s keeping me up. There has been an underlying string of thought weaving itself through this
whole trip. How can I do this more? To achieve the end results of this journey, this started with some
money from my dad (complicated will stuff we’re not going to get into), and me pretty much maxing
out my credit cards. So the question persists, how can I figure out a way to travel, experience,
adventure, and not come home broke? Yea, there was some gear investment, flights are unavoidable. I
could stay in cheaper accommodations. But I need to make money.
I have very lofty physical goals. Even before this recent push towards living I have wanted to learn
wing suit flying. That’s where you jump off a cliff wearing a specially designed suit. It allows you to
glide like a flying squirrel across a canyon before pulling your parachute and floating to the ground.
I would like to learn how to compete in cross country our down hill biking. Most common downhill
biking in the US is done on a ski hill in summer. Take the lift up, ride on down.
In 5 years, I would like to climb Everest.

I want adventure to become such an inextricable part of my future, that I never regret wasting one
moment. Right now it means extremely difficult physical goals. Someday, it means having a child. Not
every adventure means climbing a mountain.
When my dad passed, he was 59 years old. 6 months from retirement, he was another man in the long
line of men in my family to not live past his 60th year. People have incredibly varied responses to
death. In Ghana, death is a true celebration. And I mean true. Not the “let’s remember them as they
were and celebrate their life, cry cry cry cry cry” as it is in the states. Over there, it’s a friggan party.
Everyone who new this person gathers and plays music together and sings and drinks and dances. In
their honor.
It’s very easy for me to start counting the days to a very possible early demise. It’s very easy to stop
caring about anything because hey, it’s gonna end anyway. It’s very easy to coast through all my
decisions from here on forward.
Fuck. That.
I want a family. I want a wife/husband/whatever that loves me until the day I die. I want to live.
Ok, good. Got that out of your system? Great. Now the question remains, how?
There has been very little blogging thus far about it, but I am a drummer/percussionist. I consider
myself a very adaptable musician, but my goals here have always been very hard to define. Where
does this fit into this new life I’m designing? I don’t know. Probably why I haven’t posted anything
about it yet. Music has been, and still is an essential part of my existence. Believe it or not, I’m
naturally a pretty shy dude. Anyone I grew up with can attest. Music forced me out of my shell. Forced
me into the spotlight. My regular job right now in NYC is as drum captain in a contracting company
for drum lines. Drum captain is kind of like middle management. I take care of personnel at
performances, I field questions before shows, resolve disputes between performers. I also get to play
at Knicks games, Giants/Jets games, performed at the recent Super Bowl, and some other fun gigs
requiring full costumes and masks. If you were to approach me in the 6th grade and ask me if
imagined playing in Madison Square Garden twice a month, I probably would have yelled “Stranger
Danger!!!” And run away. But in my head I would be thinking there was no way that’s possible.
So I’m still trying to figure a lot of stuff out. I don’t know where music is in my life. I don’t know how
to live the active life and not be buried in debt. Many many things I do not know. I can’t find the path,
but I know my direction.

What time?
We woke up at the butt crack of dawn this morning to go to a well known vantage point of the
sunrise. An area called Tiger Hill. We started at 4am, meeting our driver outside our hotel. Since I
prepaid the night before, there was some initial discussion debating wether he was OUR driver, or just
A driver looking for a morning fare. After that was settled, we drove up a very bumpy mountain road
in a tiny car that probably shouldn’t be on a mountain. Fun part is when the random people walking
up would get in and out of the front seat. Starting with a woman who was headed to the top to sell
coffee to the tourists, ending with a man who we really never talked to. They talked to the driver, but
at least the woman said “thank you! I love you!” On her way out.

Once we got to the top, it was quickly apparent that we were not going to be the only people there.
In fact, I’m glad we got there as early as we did. It very quickly turned into a warped tour mosh pit
fighting for a chance to hang onto the fences. We stood our ground but multiple people (mostly
nationals) tried to wedge their way in between us and the edge. There was even an argument that
broke out in one area. I’ve never seen people flip out harder then when the sun finally broke over the
clouds. Given the pollution here, it’s probably an extremely rare site for the majority of the attendees.

Sunset achieved, we headed back down the mountain to meet back up with our cab. That is until I
came across this gem:

The sticker business is alive and well here. A very large amount of freedom of expression going on at
the back of most cars lining the roads. I mean, I’m definitively not messing around with this dude now.
I don’t want to get whipped with his hoodie strings.

The next stop is the Ghoom Monastery. An almost entirely donated site of multiple origins. It was
small, but very apparent how important the Buddhist religion is to people in this area. I’m not sure
how many inhabit this particular temple, but there were a few walking around spinning the Tibetan
Prayer Wheels and chanting.

After we went to the Batasia loop, a little area where the Toy Train loops around and people can dress
up in tibetan garb and take pictures. It kind of looked like the washington monument. Odd, but seems
to be the stock “remembrance” statue around the world.
Now, I have to go to bed. Tomorrow, we hop in a cab and drive back down to Bagdogra. We’re
meeting the rest of the Windchasers group to begin the final stage of this trip, RUNNING 70 MILES
THROUGH THE HIMALAYAN MOUNTAINS!! Yes, that’s still happening. SO. I will not have internet,
phones, or electricity for the next 6 days. I’ll be taking as many pictures as my battery can handle. I’ll
be wearing a go pro while I run, trying to selectively choose the best spots for video. Wish me luck! I’ll
see you sometime early May with lots of pictures, video, stories, bug bites, and really sore legs. Here
we go!

Darjeeling
After landing in Bagdogra yesterday, it was a pretty straightforward transfer up to Darjeeling. I’m
finding that many airports have prepaid taxi stands, which makes my life much easier. The rates are
set, no haggling required. There are times when negotiating a better price is necessary, fun and very
much a part of life here. But sometimes, you just want to buy something and leave it at that.
It was about a 3 1/2 hour drive up a hilly (paved) mountain road. Passing through many little towns, all
of which seemed to have private schools with a very strict dress code. According to our driver, some
of the best schools are in this little stretch of road.
As we make our way up, you can feel the temperature, vegetation, and the inhabitants change. It gets
colder, trees form, and people become of more East Asian or Nepalese descent. There’s a narrow track
that winds it’s way up with us, crossing the road from time to time, carrying what they call the toy
train. A half size diesel, and sometimes steam powered train that carries people and supplies up the
mountain. We stop halfway and I get to try my first Momo, a Nepalese dumpling type food.
We finally arrive in Darjeeling, and within 2 minutes I can tell I’m going to love my short stay here. It’s
a bustling mountain town, some tourists but not many. The air is cleaner, and the locals aren’t trying
to sell me anything. We park at the bottom of a hill, and the driver points up to direct us to our hotel.
We have to walk through this man made tunnel of fabric and commerce to get to the neighborhood
called Chowrasta.

Unfortunately the view from the top is still covered by a pollution/dirt haze, but it’s still beautiful

Our hotel is this old, amazing British style Victorian hotel with big dirty windows and slanted oak
floors. I feel like I’m on a historical tour when I walk through the gate. We settle in, then head out for
some dinner at a place called Kunga. A highly rated Nepelese restaurant in the area.
When it comes to nighttime though, the bugs come out and so do the dogs. I’ll try and post an audio
recording, but the dogs howling woke me up 3 separate times, and I live in NYC. Figured I would have
been used to the noise by now.
This morning we went to Tiger Hill and a few other “to hit” spots in the city. Post and pictures to come
soon!

Air pain in the port
So, leave a lot of extra time when you fly domestic in India. The airport has all the security (if not
more) of a standard US airport, with 3/4 the technology.
We rode this tiny adorable van/cab thing from the hotel to the airport.

After driving into oncoming traffic for a little bit, we made it to the terminal. Fortunately, we knew
where it was today, so no damn missed flights. First, you need a paper printout of your flight and a
passport just to get into the terminal. I hope I printed that before hand. Upon checking my bag in, I
find that it’s 5 kilos (11lbs) overweight, a $20 offense on Spicejet Air. I had to prove that I had come
internationally to get the fee removed, at which point we get to security.
Laptops out, every bag going through the X-Ray is required to have an identification tag. I see almost
20 stations to get people through security, and soon realize why. They’re…thorough.
Remove items from pocket, receive a hand made pick up tag identifying your box of items. Go
through the metal detector, show boarding pass, get a swipe from another metal detector, this time
hand held. Pat down, boarding pass stamped, bag x rayed, opened, checked, bag tag stamped, log
entry filled out by hand with your name, flight, time of entry, number of bags, etc.
I guess I passed.
In this particular terminal there was the normal Indian fast food, but also KFC and a Pizza Hut. Much to
be learned by how they treat our fast food. Half of KFC’s menu was vegetarian, as was Pizza Hut’s. The
special today was the Paneer Zinger, with fries and a Pepsi. The fries and drink were the size of what
they used to be in the US 20 years ago, or equivalent to a kids menu today. Still tasty, but portion
control has its virtues.
This terminal also had a “6D Ride Imagination” theatre where your chairs would move around to fit
the motion of the roller coaster you were watching.

After wandering, we sat and people watched for a while before finally going down to the gate, which
consisted of busses that drove us plane side. Our plane just so happened to be 50 ft. away from our
parking spot. So, we got on the transport and drove there anyway. Pleasantly surprised to hear a
female voice coming from the cockpit*, we strap in, wheels up, Darjeeling here we come.

Post note: when we landed, they checked our boarding pass again. This time to get from the plane to
the bus. Had to have it or you couldn’t get transportation off the plane and into the terminal.
*Ladies, please stop me if I’m wrong but India is still a heavily male dominated society. The US can’t
say much in return, as we still don’t pay our women the same amount for the same job that men do.
But I was really happy to hear a woman’s voice over the intercom introducing herself as the co-pilot.

Western eyes
Breakfast was amazing this morning. So good in fact, that Mike (my travel bud) and I missed our flight
to Darjeeling. Seriously though, dosa with a potato chutney stuffing, lentil soup, poached eggs with a
little Indian hash brown type thing under it, fresh squeezed orange juice, tea so fresh it makes the
Prince of Bell Air look square. Also included with our hotel accommodations, so STUFF YOUR FACE
OMG SO HUNGRY. The dollar being so powerful in India, we decided that while in Delhi, we would
treat ourselves to a nice hotel.

Going by the name of Hotel Leela, this was a 5 star place for less then $150 a night. I don’t usually
allow myself this kind of splurging, but I just slept 5 nights in a tent hiking 8 hours a day. I can accept
this small flaw in my “experience things locally” campaign I made with myself before I left.
Moving on, the Delhi airport is SO BIG. Our cab driver dropped us off at the wrong terminal, and it
took us 20 minutes to get to the correct one. We’re on the bus, and we passed through a friggan
TOWN to get to the next terminal. Literally, airport looking, airport looking, grass, house house, tent,
tent, shanty, shanty, trash, house, house, grass, terminal. Something like that. Got there too late to
check in, done and over.
Now, yesterday was an excessively long day. We left at 5am, didn’t get back to the hotel until
11:30pm. The train from Delhi to Agra was about 2 hours, and very fast. Somewhere between 25 and
99 mph, depending on cows and their attachment to the rails.
One of the things Mike and I were talking about yesterday was experiencing other cultures and trying
not to judge them with Western Eyes. But sometimes, it’s difficult. The pic is from the return trip that
evening. There were fighting stray dogs on the tracks. A little girl took a piss right on the platform, at
the direction of her mother. My teeth felt gritty from the dirt floating through the air, and coughing
was inevitable due to the surprising amount of pollution that surrounded this electrically run train
system. I was panhandled multiple times by hungry kids. Even the crew cleaning the place used wirey
thrush brushes to sweep trash piles right on to the tracks. As if that made it go away.

What’s interesting to me is that the separation of wealth in India is not nearly as great as it is in the
United States. In the US, 1% hold 40% of all wealth, a figure consistent with the rest of the world*. I’m
not going to delve too deep into that right now, but India’s distribution of wealth is much more even.
The top 1% own just 16%** of the total wealth. It’s also a country of 1.2 billion. 35% of the population
(that’s 120 million MORE people then the entire population of the USA) live on less then a dollar a
day, which is why the streets are dirty. Which is why a cab will try and charge you 4 times the normal
rate just because you’re foreign. Because you have it.
I’m not immune to the duality of this post. I started with a 5 star hotel, I ended with diseased animals.
My little splurge in Delhi feels a bit irresponsible given a lot of the surroundings here. Especially
considering that what I ate for breakfast could be a meal for a family covering an entire day or more.
But right now I value experience more then anything else, and I’m glad to have seen both ends of the
spectrum. I have by no means REALLY experienced either ends. A ride on the train and a stroll through
a poor neighborhood hardly counts. But what little I have seen has helped me to not judge based on
how I think people should be.
When I wish I could wear ski goggles to prevent my eyes from getting puffy due to pollution, I don’t
judge. When I almost get knocked over by a motorcycle because they decided the sidewalk has less
cars then the road, I don’t judge. There are many things that should change. Access to health care,
clean water, food. But those adjustments happen over time. Those happen with a lot of effort. But the
people, the culture make anything else seem like a minor inconvenience.
*http://www.wider.unu.edu/events/past-events/2006-events/en_GB/05-12-2006/
**http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/south_asia/6257057.stm

Taj Mawhat?
Today was very monument-y. We started in New Dehli and went to take the train to Agra, where the
Taj Majal and many other Mogul forts and ruins are in India.

Agra, is…difficult. We didn’t really get the “real” experience due to the hand holding by the tour guide.
I suppose that was nice, but Agra is very dirty, there’s a lot of pollution and a lot of poverty. It’s one of
the reasons I’m trying to help fundraise for the Jana Rakshita foundation
(http://www.gofundme.com/832nkk). I don’t know how, but they are in with the people who need it
the most everyday in really poor areas. I don’t think I could do what they do.

We did eventually get to the Taj, massive amounts of white marble and all. As it usually is, you don’t
know how big it’s going to be until you get there.
We had to wear these little booties to protect the marble while we walked around. Not sure how
much it really helped the monument, considering the large amount of people walking around
barefoot having just come is as such off the street.

I wish I had more time to describe, but I’ve got 5 minutes of internet left in my hotel. 5 star hotel,
internet not included. Whateva. Post more tomorrow!

INDIA!!!
After a day in NYC to basically do my laundry (and a few other odds and ends), I hopped right back on
a plane to India. This time I’m no longer bumpin around solo, I’m meeting my friend Mike Yip.

Speaking of which, Indian tourists really like taking pictures of non Indians. At all of the monuments
we decided to stop at, there was usually one person who wanted to get a shot with the White Dudes.
It’s kind of an odd position to be in again. Brings me back to my trip to Ghana in 2006, where I was
literally the first white person some kids had ever seen before. There’s less pointing and yelling in
India, but still fun :)

We stopped at Humayun’s tomb, which was built in the same spirit at the Taj Majal. His entire family
line is buried here, 160 people total! Each white alcove on the base layer is an entrance to a little
cavern with a few tombs. Humayun himself is all the way at the top under the silver dome.

We Found it easier to just grab a cab for the day, since we only have the one tourist-y day in Delhi.
This is the India gate, a monument to the National sacrifices made during WWI.

Not too much else. It’s hot. There’s a brand of car here call Tata. Tonight is time to relax for a bit,
tomorrow the Taj Majal!!
p.s. I’ll be writing a more inclusive post regarding the Machu Picchu trip, a few days ago. That’s it, bye!

